1 New Yorkers are famous for spending more time with their therapists, or ‘shrinks,’ than with their friends. Whether that’s true is open to debate, but with the arrival of speed shrinking, they’ll find they have more time left for their personal life, and more cash left in their pockets as well.

2 ‘You only have three minutes to say your problem and get advice,’ said Andu Novac, the first person I spoke to when I arrived at my first speed shrinking event, ‘that’s so you don’t waste time going into detail.’

3 In the newest variant of a format that seems to be inspired by speed dating, participants have the opportunity to seek the advice of eight different therapists, each providing a three-minute session. Speed shrinking is the brainchild of Susan Shapiro, a professor of journalism who has also written a book on the subject. Shapiro stumbled across the idea a few years ago when she herself was looking for a new therapist, and found a way to try out several of them at minimal cost.

4 This evening’s event, held in a university lecture hall, is free and has attracted a long queue of people hoping to find a quick cure for their emotional quandaries. Many of those attending are unwilling to talk about their worries to anyone but the therapists, but problems seem to run the gamut from broken relationships, to anxiety about work and money, to general depression as well as a variety of phobias. Advice tends to be succinct and practical, as suits the format.

5 ‘I’m really unhappy in my job,’ Novac tells therapist Adrian Jones. ‘I wish I’d become a painter, but now I feel stuck in this position I have at a bank.’ ‘Follow your dreams,’ Jones tells him. ‘You may end up poorer but you won’t have the regret of not doing what you really want to do.’ Jones’s advice hardly seems original, but Novac says he is satisfied. ‘I liked his style – he seemed to understand, and care,’ explains Novac. ‘I’m actually looking for a new therapist, and this is a great way to try out eight of them in a short time.’

6 That’s actually why many therapists take part in the event, Jones tells us. ‘This is a great source of new clients. And it’s a good way for me to advertise my new book – I just have it on the table in front of me and refer to it during my sessions.’

7 Some of those seeking advice aren’t entirely happy with the format. ‘People near me can hear what I’m telling the therapist,’ remarks Donna Bersh. ‘I feel self-conscious.’ But with the loud buzz in the room that sometimes reaches the level of shouting, it’s hard to imagine that anyone could actually eavesdrop on another session. Sometimes, they’re lucky to be able to hear the person sitting just opposite them!